All-in-One, Customizable Platform for
Observations and Evaluations—
Now In SchoolStatus
TeachBoost Pro Works the Way You Do
TeachBoost Pro’s observation and reporting tools make it easy for administrators to meet evaluation
requirements, leverage data to personalize PD, and support educators in improving their practice.

Customize Rubrics, Forms, and Observation
Cycles
TeachBoost Pro’s flexible, framework-agnostic observation tool
incorporates the processes and practices that are already working in
your schools, personalizing the experience and ensuring a seamless
transition to the platform. The Sketch Observation tool lets you:
• Capture time stamped notes on any device
• Connect evidence to your rubric
• Give rubric-aligned feedback

Save One Half-Day Per Week
in Precious Time
With TeachBoost Pro, you and your instructional leadership team
will save significant time with observations and data management.
Administrators that use Pro reported conducting double the
number of observations in half the time. Pro will save up to a halfday per week by providing:
• Easy calendaring and scheduling
• Centralized meeting notes
• Safe place to store and access artifacts

“Before TeachBoost, professional learning and other coaching supports were not
connected to what educators needed to grow as professionals.”
-Josh Snyder, Director of Learning, Wahoo Public Schools

Document, share, and reinforce great
teaching practices.

Plan and Differentiate
Professional Learning
Based on Data
One-size-fits all professional learning doesn’t work. Put
your observation data to work and share relevant resources
based on the notes, goals, and action plans. Help teachers
take immediate steps toward:
• Improving their practice with rapid feedback
• Flexible sharing
• Powerful access controls

Share Feedback Quickly via Email
Teachers appreciate fast and high quality feedback
aligned to their needs.
• Requires no login
• Allows for easy printing and e-signatures
• Facilitates conversations about growth and 			
development

“The way we’ve set up the TeachBoost platform and use it across all 19 schools has led to
new interaction amongst educators at all levels.”
-Nick Pillsbury, Ed.D., Senior Manager,
Evaluation and Talent Data, Camden City Schools

Contact Customer Success to Learn More:
successteam@schoolstatus.com

